- Hexameter = 6 feet
- Heptameter = 7 feet
- Octameter = 8 feet

**Terminology:**
alliteration/ambiguity/assonance (repetition of a vowel sound)/caesura (break in a line)/cliché (overused)/colloquial (informal; conversational; dialect)/dramatic irony/elegiac (mourning)/elision (running a word into others e.g. fish ‘n’ chips)/end-stopped/eye rhyme (looks like they rhyme e.g. bear/fear)/half rhyme/hyperbole/imperatives/juxtaposition/lineation (lines that are stopped at the end)/lites/metre/narrator (first person; intrusive; naive; omniscient; unreliable)/onomatopoeia/oxymoron/paradox/pathetic fallacy/pathos (emotional quality of a text, inspiring pity, sympathy, sadness)/persona (voice/character adopted by the reader)/couplet; triplet; quatrain; quintet; sestet; septet; octet; Spenserian stanza/rhetorical/satire/sibilance/simile/tone/lament

**Comparing poems:**
Subject/Voice/Rhyme/Rhythm/Tone/Imagery (pastoral/literal/figurative/aural) /Form/Structure/Language.